
Last year has been an eventful year for AWPO when a large number of initiatives fructified.  We are able to place almost 40% 
individuals registered with us.

With improved procedures our response time to corporate is 24-72 hrs.  During this period panel is created after counseling 
shortlisted beneficiaries and forwarded to the employers.  This has received appreciation from the environment.

Counseling has become more effective for all registrants. It has been our experience that a large number of vacancies in 
Government Departments go unsubscribed since in most cases recruitment is done based on written exams.  AWPO is in the 
process of collecting requirements of all such exams and will soon disseminate the same.  Induction in the Government 
Department takes 8-10 months.  Therefore, it is felt that individuals appear in these exams while they are still in service.  
Undoubtedly they have to prepare for exams and the subsequent transition.

Common registration form was introduced last year to facilitate better placements.  There appears to be some apprehension 
amongst DEOs / registrants.  There is a need to understand the form and a properly filled form will definitely showcase our 
veterans for better placements since it will automatically generate a brief CV.  A few organisations have approached us for self 
employment by ESM i.e. working based on incentives.  We are insisting on some honorarium so that individuals can get 
placement in their native places.

I take this opportunity to once again thank the Formations for their tremendous support. I assure you extraordinary efforts or our 
part, for finding second careers for our
veterans.

         
Station  :  New Delhi                     (Deepak Sapra)
Dated    :  12 May 2014           Maj Gen  
                  Managing Director
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